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Abstract 
 
This paper aims to improve knowledge on the suitability of the discrete element method (DEM) to simulate 
the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of different in-configuration structural masonry walls constructed with 
dry joints. The study compares the results obtained from laboratory tests against those predicted using the 
three-dimensional distinct element 3DEC software. Significant features of the structural behaviour shown by 
the walls are discussed and conclusions on their ultimate capacity and failure mechanisms are addressed. A 
key feature of the DEM is the important role that brick discontinuities, i.e. joints, play in the mechanics of 
masonry. Within DEM, the bricks were modelled as continuum rigid elements while the joints were modelled 
by line interface elements represented by the Mohr-Coulomb law. The analysis of the results showed that the 
model developed is capable of representing the crack development and load carrying capacity of masonry 
structures constructed with dry joints with sufficient accuracy. Moreover, a collection of experimentally 
verified material parameters is provided to be used by other researchers and engineers and to develop a reliable 
model to solve engineering challenges worldwide. 
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1. Introduction 
Masonry is a common and traditional form of construction that has been used for centuries around the 
world. Some of the most important cultural and historical monuments (such as the Parthenon, the pyramids, 
the Colosseum and the Segovia aqueduct) were constructed using masonry. Many of these masonry structures 
were constructed without mortar (dry joints). Examples include the famous Aqueduct in Segovia, Spain, and 
the Pont du Gard in France, the temples of the ancient Khmer Empire in Cambodia, the City of Great Zimbabwe 
in Africa and certain Medieval monasteries built in the south of Europe. Figure 1 shows typical old masonry 
structures constructed with dry joints. Moreover, a number of historical and old constructions, originally built 
with mortar joints, have experienced significant loss of mortar due to chemical, physical and mechanical 
degradation. Examples include masonry arch bridges and other civil engineering structures currently in use 
such as tunnel linings and earth-retaining walls. In these cases, the masonry-unit to mortar-joint bond is 
disrupted by environmental erosion (e.g. weathering and/or the action of water leeching through the mortar 
joints over a prolonged period). Due to the partial or total disappearance of mortar, the behaviour of these 
constructions becomes similar to those made of dry-joint masonry. Research in the area of masonry 
constructions made of dry joints is therefore essential to understand their behaviour when exposed to external 
loading and assess their design levels in order to inform repair and/or strengthening decisions. The possibility 
of performing destructive tests on historical/old constructions, either in situ or by removing samples large 
enough to be representative, is usually impossible (Macchi 1992). In addition, full-scale experimental tests are 
prohibitively expensive. Therefore, it is fundamentally important to have available computational tools to 
predict the in-service and near-collapse behaviour of such complex structures with sufficient reliability. Once 
such a tool has been established, a range of complex problems and scenarios can be investigated. 
   
(a) Ancient Andean stoneworks in Machu Piccu, Peru (b) Classical Inca architectural style of polished dry-stone walls 
of regular shape in Machu Piccu, Peru 
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(c) Ancient Greek stone masonry construction with dry joints in Mykenes, Greece 
Figure 1. Masonry structures constructed with dry masonry joints 
So far, research on numerical modelling of structural masonry has mostly investigated the 
characterization of mortared-joint masonry. A broad range of numerical methods is available today, ranging 
from the classical plastic solution methods (Heyman, 1998) to the most advanced non-linear computational 
formulations (e.g. finite element and discrete element methods [DEM] of analysis). According to Lourenço 
(1996), the strategies available for the numerical modelling of masonry structures would fall within one of two 
categories: a) micro-scale and b) macro-scale modelling. In macro-scale modelling, the masonry units and 
mortar joints smeared out into an averaged continuum. There are no distinctions between the units, the mortar 
and their interfaces. This model can be applied when the dimensions of a structure are large enough, compared 
to the constituent parts, so that a description involving average stresses and strains becomes acceptable 
(Chaimoon & Attard 2007). Considerable computational time is saved by applying this method. However, 
unconditionally accurate results and the fine details of the behaviour cannot be captured by this type of 
approach. On the other hand, micro-scale modelling splits into the following two approaches: a) simplified 
micro-modelling and b) detailed micro-modelling. In the simplified micro-modelling approach, expanded units 
are modelled as continuous elements while the behaviour of the mortar joints and unit–mortar interface is 
lumped in discontinuous elements. In the detailed micro-modelling approach, both the masonry units and the 
mortar are discretized and modelled with continuous elements while the unit–mortar interface is represented 
by discontinuous elements accounting for potential crack or slip planes. Detailed micro-modelling is probably 
the most accurate tool available today to simulate the real behaviour of masonry given that the elastic and 
inelastic properties of both the units and the mortar can be realistically taken into account. In this method, a 
suitable constitutive law is introduced to reproduce not only the behaviour of the masonry units and mortar, 
but also their interaction. However, any analysis within this level of refinement requires substantial 
computational power. Therefore, this method is used mainly to simulate tests on small specimens to accurately 
determine the stress distribution in the masonry materials. The drawback of the substantial computational 
power required by detailed micro-modelling is partially overcome by the simplified micro-modelling strategy. 
In this case, each joint, consisting of mortar and the two unit–mortar interfaces, is lumped into an “average” 
interface while the units expand in size in order to keep the geometry unchanged. Within this approach, it is 
possible to consider masonry as a set of elastic blocks bonded together by potential fracture slip lines at the 
joints. The main methods available for modelling masonry structures using the simplified micro-modelling 
approach include: a) the discontinuous finite element method and b) the DEM. The material discontinuity 
introduced by the joints in dry-joint masonry constructions makes the use of interface elements an appropriate 
option to model such structures.  
 
When modelling masonry using the discontinuous finite element method, discontinuities are 
introduced using interface elements, for which the constitutive model is in direct relation with the stress vector 
and the relative displacement vector along the interface (Oliveira 2003). Therefore, for an accurate simulation 
of masonry behaviour, it is essential to obtain a constitutive model for the interface elements which is able to 
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capture the behaviour of masonry realistically and to simulate all the failure mechanisms. Page (1978) first 
introduced masonry as a two-phase material composed of bricks and a zero-thickness interface. Bricks were 
represented as a linear elastic material and interfaces as inelastic, obeying the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. 
Lourenço (1996) subsequently introduced a compressive cap to the failure surface in Page’s model, allowing 
all possible failure modes. Although a micro-scale model needs more computational time, it can let many 
salient behaviour features emerge, thus providing a better understanding of the phenomenon involved and 
predicting the masonry walls’ performance. More recently, Casapulla et al. (2014) developed two macro- and 
micro-block models and solution procedures within three-dimensional limit analysis. They highlighted the 
predominant role that frictional resistance plays in the masonry buildings without a box-type action and the 
need to further understand the behaviour of dry-joint masonry. Their models were based on a concave contact 
formulation in which contact points are located at the corners of interfaces, allowing failure modes involving 
opening and sliding to be simulated. An iterative solution procedure was used to solve the non-associative 
friction problem, with second-order cone programming to allow the conic yield function to be solved directly. 
However, in such models, the dynamic friction was not taken into account and could potentially result in an 
overestimation of the out-of-plane capacity of the system represented. 
 
The DEM falls within the simplified micro-modelling approach and involves modelling the materials 
as an assemblage of distinct blocks or particles interacting along their boundaries. In this way, the 
heterogeneous nature of masonry joints is explicitly described. According to its developers, Cundall and Hart 
(1992), the term “discrete” only applies to a computational model if: a) it allows finite displacements and 
rotations of discrete bodies and b) new contacts between the blocks or particles are automatically recognized 
and updated as the calculation progresses. The formulation of the method was initially proposed for the study 
of jointed rock, modelled as an assemblage of rigid blocks. Later the approach was extended to other fields of 
engineering requiring a detailed study of the contact between blocks or particles such as soil and other granular 
materials (Ghaboussi and Barbosa 1990). Recently, the approach was successfully applied to model the in-
plane mechanical behaviour of rammed-earth materials (Bui et al. 2016) and masonry structures containing 
low-bond-strength mortar joints in which the collapse modes were typically governed by mechanisms in which 
the deformability of the blocks plays little or no role (Sarhosis & Sheng 2014; Sarhosis et al. 2014; Giamoundo 
et al. 2014; Lemos 1995; Sarhosis 2016).  
 
This paper aims to improve the knowledge of the in-plane and out-of-plane mechanical behaviour of different 
configurations of dry masonry walls, and to challenge an existing sophisticated non-linear interface modelling 
tool based on the DEM of analysis. The assessment consisted of a comparison of the results from full-scale 
laboratory tests with the behaviour predicted using the three-dimensional distinct element (DE) modelling 
software, 3DEC. Significant features of the structural behaviour shown by the walls are discussed and 
conclusions on their ultimate capacity and observed failure mechanisms are addressed. Moreover, a collection 
of experimentally verified material parameters that could reliably be used by other researchers and engineers 
to develop similar computational models are presented. 
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2. Overview of the discrete element method 
The discrete element method (DEM) falls within the general classification of discontinuous analysis 
techniques. The method was developed by Cundall in the early 1960s for numerical research into the sliding 
of earth and rock masses. It is now presented in the commercial codes UDEC (Universal Distinct Element 
Code) and 3DEC software for two- and three-dimensional simulations, respectively. Over the last three 
decades, the software has been used for a range of applications, including masonry wall panels (Sarhosis & 
Sheng 2014; Sarhosis et al. 2015; Bui et al. 2010; Bui et al. 2014), retaining walls (Claxton et al. 2006), 
masonry-infilled steel frames with openings (Mohebkhah et al. 2008; Sarhosis et al. 2014a), stone masonry 
arches and aqueducts (Roberti 2001; Roberti and Calvetti 1998; Lemos 2004; Tóth et al. 2009; Sarhosis et al. 
2014b) and column-architrave structures under seismic action (Papantonopoulos et al. 2002; Psycharis et al. 
2003; Stefanou 2011). 
 
In 3DEC, masonry units are represented as an assembly of rigid or deformable blocks, and blocks are 
represented as convex polyhedra in 3D with each face being a planar convex polygon with rectilinear edges. 
Rigid blocks do not change their geometry under applied loading. Deformable blocks are discretized into 
triangular zones of uniform stress characteristics. These zones are continuous elements as they occur in the 
finite element method (FEM). However, unlike FEM, in the DEM a compatible finite element mesh between 
the blocks and the joints is not required. A zero-thickness interface between the blocks represents the mortar 
joints, the contact between blocks is not based on joint elements, as occurs in the discontinuous finite element 
models. Instead, the contact is represented by a set of point contacts with no attempt to obtain a continuous 
stress distribution through the contact surface. The assignment of contacts allows the interface’s constitutive 
relations to be defined in terms of the stresses and relative displacements across the joint.  
 
The model definition in 3DEC corresponds to the domain discretization by a series of blocks. Blocks 
can take any arbitrary geometry and may be different from each other in size and shape. Individual blocks can 
be rigid or deformable. Rigid blocks are used when the behaviour of the system is dominated by the joints. 
Alternatively, the blocks are modelled as deformable and the complexity of the deformation of the blocks 
depends on the number of zone elements into which they are divided. Zones obey the constitutive model 
assigned to them; in this way, the strain is estimated for each separate block. In 3DEC, the deformable block 
zones can be assumed to be linear elastic or non-linear according to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (ITASCA, 
2004). The material parameters for the linear, isotropic, elastic model are the Poisson ratio, elastic modulus 
(E) and shear modulus (G).  
 
In 3DEC, a zero-thickness interface between adjacent blocks characterizes the joints. At these 
interfaces, the blocks are connected to each other by sets of point contacts. These contact points are located at 
the outside perimeter of the blocks and created at the edges or corners of the blocks and zones. For each contact 
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point, there are two spring connections (Figure 2), as described in Cundall and Hart (1992). These can transfer 
either a normal force or a shear force from one block to another.  
 
Figure 2. Mechanical representation of the contact between blocks 
 
The interfaces between blocks are simulated by the Mohr-Coulomb interface model with a tension cut-off, 
which considers both shear and tensile failure. The joint interface dilation is also included. In the elastic range, 
the behaviour is governed by normal and shear stiffness of the interface 𝑘𝑛, and 𝑘𝑠: 
  or    
                                                    ∆𝜏𝑠 = 𝑘𝑠∆𝑢𝑠   (1) 
∆𝜎𝑛 = 𝑘𝑛∆𝑢𝑛  (2) 
where 𝜎𝑛 is the normal stress, 𝑢𝑛 is the normal displacement, 𝜏𝑠 is the shear stress and  𝑢𝑠 is the shear 
displacement. The maximum shear stress allowed is given by:   
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑐 + 𝜎𝑛(𝑚𝑎𝑥) ∙ tan 𝜙    (3) 
where c and φ are the interface cohesion and friction angle, respectively. After the peak strength has been 
reached, shear strength drops until a residual strength 𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑠 is obtained (Figure 3a):  
     𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝜎𝑛(𝑚𝑎𝑥) ∙ tan 𝜙   (4) 
 
Figure 3. Mechanical interface behaviour: a) Mohr-Coulomb slip model; b) bilinear dilatant model; 
c) behaviour under uniaxial loading. 
 
As indicated in Figure 3b, the zero-thickness interfaces begin to dilate when mortar fails in shear, at 
shear displacement ∆𝑢𝑠 as a function of the dilatation:  
Δ𝑢𝑛,𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∆𝑢𝑠 tan 𝜓      (5) 
where 𝜓 is the dilatancy angle and Δ𝑢𝑛 the normal displacement. The normal stress is corrected to take into 
account the effect of dilatation: 
𝜎𝑛,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜎𝑛,𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝜎𝑛,𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑘𝑛. Δ𝑢𝑛 + 𝑘𝑛. Δ𝑢𝑛,𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑘𝑛. Δ𝑢𝑛 + 𝑘𝑛. Δ𝑢𝑠 tan 𝜓     (6) 
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When dilatation is presented, the shear displacement is in the plastic phase (us >uselas, Figure 
3a). The normal displacement is assumed to be linear until zdil (Figure 3b). Dilatation increases if the shear 
displacement increment runs in the same direction as the total shear displacement and decreases if the shear 
increment runs in the opposite direction. The extension occurs until the limiting shear displacement (zdil) is 
reached. The interface behaviour under uniaxial loads is shown in Figure 3c, where T is the interface tensile 
strength. Before the tensile failure (n < T), an elastic behaviour is assumed. 
 
3DEC is based on an explicit time integration method that solves the equations of block system 
motion by an explicit finite difference method. A solution scheme based on the equations of motion was 
demonstrated to be better suited to indicate potential failure modes of discontinuous systems than schemes 
which disregard velocities and inertial forces. At each time step, the law of motion and the constitutive 
equations are applied. For both rigid and deformable blocks, sub-contact force–displacement relations are 
prescribed. The integration of the law of motion provides the new block positions and therefore the contact 
displacement increments (or velocities). The sub-contact force–displacement law is then used to obtain the 
new sub-contact forces, which will be applied to the blocks in the next time step. 
 
Mechanical damping is used in the distinct element method to solve two general classes of problems: 
static (non-inertial) solutions and dynamic solutions. For static analysis, the approach is conceptually similar 
to dynamic relaxation, proposed by Otter et al. (1966). Two alternative forms of velocity-proportional damping 
are available in 3DEC: a) adaptive global damping and b) local damping. Adaptive global damping is used to 
adjust the damping constant automatically. Viscous damping forces are used, but with the viscosity constant 
continuously adjusted in such a way that the power absorbed by damping is a constant proportion of the rate 
of change of kinetic energy in the system. 3DEC provides another form of damping, in which the damping 
force on a node is proportional to the magnitude of the unbalanced force. For this scheme, referred to as local 
damping, the direction of the damping force is such that energy is always dissipated. From ITASCA (2004), it 
is recommended to use local damping for static analyses. This is generally appropriate for static analysis. In 
addition, local damping is more suitable to minimize oscillations that may arise when abrupt failure occurs in 
the model. In this study, local damping with the default damping value of 0.8 used. 
 
3. In-plane behaviour of masonry walls constructed with dry joints 
3.1 Masonry wall subjected to vertical in-plane load 
The first case study investigates the mechanical behaviour of a brick masonry wall subjected to vertical 
in-plane load to represent ground movement as differential settlement. Three full-scale single-leaf brickwork 
masonry wall panels were tested in the laboratory (CL1–CL3). The wall panels were 1,575 mm  1,000 mm  
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220 mm (span × height × breadth) and had 20 courses of stretcher-bonded brickwork. The typical arrangement 
of the CL1 test panel is shown in Figure 4.   
 
All the test panels were constructed with standard size 50  105  220 mm (height × span × breadth) 
bricks. The bricks had an average compressive strength of 35 N/mm2 and a unit weight equal to 2,200 kg/m3. 
All wall panels were constructed with dry joints (i.e. no mortar joints). Therefore, shear between the masonry 
bricks was purely due to friction. The angle of friction between the faces of the bricks was calculated 
experimentally and found to be equal to 38°.  
   
Figure 4. Configuration of the test CL1 
?? 
Each wall panel was tested under gravity load. A vertical settlement was assigned artificially using a 
hydraulic ram (e.g. controlled constant velocity in the downward direction) at the left-hand side of the wall. 
Settlement was applied to each panel up to a height of 140 mm with a velocity equal to 2 mm/s. A structural 
steel frame provided the support at the right-hand side of the wall (Figure 4). Settlement was applied to each 
wall incrementally until the panel could no longer carry its load. For each artificial settlement increment, 
vertical deflections were measured using dial gauges located at the middle of the left-hand side of the wall 
(settlement side). The surfaces of the panels were inspected visually for signs of opening at each stage of the 
experiment. The experimental test results are summarized in Figure 5.  
 
In Figure 5, the observed failure mode varied depending on the boundary condition and brick 
arrangements. The difference in the boundary conditions for the wall panels (CL1, CL2 and CL3) was due to 
the position of a critical masonry block, which was sometimes positioned at the location where settlement 
allowed occurring (left side) and others were positioned above the structural steel frame (right side). For the 
CL1 test, the masonry block laid entirely above the structural steel frame (right-hand side) (ref. Figure 4). For 
the CL2 to CL3 experimental tests, the block was positioned one-quarter of its length towards the settlement 
area (left side). While testing the CL3 panel, the block rotated significantly, which influenced the failure pattern 
Structural steel 
frame provided 
support  
Settlement 
allowed 
occurring  
Position of the 
critical masonry 
block 
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(Figure 5). Figure 5 shows that the experimental failure mode was characterized by two major cracks. The 
first crack appeared at the centre of the wall and resulted from bending. The second crack appeared at the left-
hand side and at the bottom of the panel in the location where settlement took place, resulting in the formation 
of a brick-stacked pyramid.  
 
 
Experimental result (a) CL1 Numerical result 
 
  
 
Experimental result (b) CL2 Numerical result 
  
 
Experimental result (c) CL3 Numerical result 
 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of experimental and numerical failure modes of the masonry wall panels for the 
different boundary conditions studied 
 
Geometrical models representing the brickwork masonry wall panels tested in the laboratory were 
accurately modelled using 3DEC discrete element software. Each brick of the panel is represented by a rigid 
block separated by zero-thickness interfaces at each mortar bed and perpend joint. Material properties were 
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selected such that the bricks would remain intact at all stages of loading and the predominant failure mode 
would slip along the zero-thickness interface. The block parameters required by 3DEC to represent the 
behaviour of the bricks are the unit weight (d), the elastic modulus (E), the shear modulus (G) and the Poisson 
ratio (ν). Mortar joints were represented by interfaces modelled using 3DEC’s elastic-perfectly plastic coulomb 
slip-joint area contact. The normal (
n
k ) and shear (
s
k ) stiffness of the zero-thickness interface were 
calculated based on equations 7 and 8 and obtained from Lourenço et al. (2005). 
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where Em is the Young modulus of the wall in N/mm2, Eb is the Young modulus of the masonry block in 
N/mm2, hb is the height of the masonry block and  is the Poisson ratio. The Young modulus of masonry block 
Eb was taken equal to 9,700 MPa and the height of block (hb) was taken equal to 50 mm. Also, the Poisson 
ratio was assumed to be 0.2 while the Young modulus of the wall Em was assumed to be equal to 1% of the 
Young modulus of the block (Eb), giving a value of 97 MPa. By substituting equations (7) and (8), we obtained 
the normal stiffness value equal to 1.96 N/mm3 and the shear stiffness value equal to 0.82 N/mm3. The friction 
angle was measured experimentally and found to be equal to 38°. Also, since we were modelling dry masonry 
joints, the interface cohesive, tensile strength and the dilatation angle were set to zero. Self-weight effects were 
also included in the model as gravitational load. First, the model was brought into a state of equilibrium under 
its own weight. Then a vertical constant downward velocity equal to 2 mm/s was applied to the bottom spreader 
plate of the wall until collapse. To check the validity of the numerical procedure, the experimental behaviour 
of the wall panel was compared to the behaviour predicted by the numerical model. However, the force–
displacement diagram was not recorded during the experiment. Therefore, the computational and experimental 
results were compared qualitatively (i.e. comparing the failure modes). As illustrated in Figure 5, the DEM 
model was found to be capable of representing the experimental failure modes of the masonry wall panels with 
sufficient accuracy. To assess the suitability of the computational model to quantitatively predict the 
mechanical behaviour of masonry constructed with dry joints, we extended the study and simulated the 
experiments carried out by Lourenço (2005), as described in the next section of the paper. 
 
3.2 Masonry wall subjected to combined shear and vertical pre-compression.  
The second case study examines the in-plane behaviour of a masonry wall panel constructed with dry 
joints subjected to combined shear and axial pre-compression. A numerical model based on DEM was 
developed and the numerical results were compared with experimental results obtained from the literature 
(Lourenço 2005). All masonry wall panels were 1,000 mm  1,000 mm  200 mm (height × span × breadth) 
in size and constructed using 100 mm × 200 mm × 200 mm (height × span × breadth) blocks. All masonry 
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blocks were cut mechanically, leaving a smooth surface. An embedded concrete beam was placed at the top of 
the wall where vertical load was assigned at different pre-compression levels: 30 kN (SW30-1 and SW30-2), 
100 kN (SW100-1 and SW100-2), 200 kN (SW200-1 and SW200-2) and 250 kN (SW250). Initially, a vertical 
compressive load was applied by means of a hydraulic actuator with a capacity of 1,000 kN, under force control 
at a rate of 1 kN/s, until the desirable load was totally applied to the wall. Subsequently, the hydraulic actuator 
was kept under force control, resulting in an applied constant vertical load. Consequently, the beam was 
allowed to move in the vertical and horizontal directions. Afterwards, the horizontal load was applied by 
imposing small increments of displacement. For this purpose, a hydraulic actuator was horizontally fixed and 
load was applied at the reinforced concrete beam. In the numerical model, the friction angle of the joint 
interface was set to 32° (Lourenço 2005), while the cohesive strength, tensile strength and angle of dilatancy 
of the zero-thickness interface were set to zero. 
 
Figure 6. Adopted geometry for the dry masonry wall and applied loading (Lourenço 2005) 
Reinforced concrete beam; Vertical load; Horizontal load, Reaction slab 
Normal and shear stiffness of the zero-thickness interfaces calculated according to equations 7 and 8 
as obtained from Lourenço et al. (2005). The Eb is the Young modulus of the masonry block taken as 15,500 
N/mm2, the height of the stone hb taken as 100 mm and the Poisson ratio equal to 0.2. Table 1 shows the values 
of the Young modulus Em for the different masonry walls under consideration here. In Table 1, the Young 
modulus increases as the vertical load increases, which means that the masonry made by assembling dry stone 
has a particular nonlinear elastic behaviour, with increased rigidity in the vertical compression. 
Table 1.  Summary of Em and kn ks 
Wall Em 
[N/mm2] 
kn  
[N/mm3] 
ks  
[N/mm3] 
SW30 556 5.87 2.45 
SW100 768 8.08 3.37 
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SW200 1057 11.40 4.73 
SW250 1202 13.00 5.43 
 
Figure 7 compares the failure mode of the wall panel observed experimentally with the one predicted 
from the numerical model. The experimental results showed that there were three notable aspects of behaviour, 
namely: a) de-bonding of the top concrete beam, followed by b) diagonal stepped crack initiated from the top 
right-hand corner of the wall, with excessive load leading to c) crushing of the stone masonry units. Figure 7 
shows the failure mode predicted by the numerical model found to be similar to the failure mode obtained 
experimentally. However, the numerical model did not capture crushing the stone masonry units due to the 
linear elastic assumption of the masonry units adopted in numerical model. 
  
                                    (a) SW30                                                                                 (b) SW100 
 
                                 (c) SW200                                                                               (d) SW250 
Figure 7. Failure modes for the wall specimens: experimental test (Lourenço 2005) vs numerical 
simulation by DEM 
 
Comparisons of the experimental and the numerical (both FEM and DEM) load deflection curves of 
the masonry wall panels (SW30-1, SW30-2, SW100-1, SW100-2, SW200-1, SW200-2, SW250) are presented 
in Figure 8. For the wall panels SW30 and SW100, the experimental load versus the displacement relationship 
is very similar to that predicted by the DEM (Figure 8a & Figure 8b). Also, the predicted load–displacement 
relationship using the FEM model developed by Lourenço (2005) is similar to the relationship predicted by 
the DEM model. However, the load–displacement relationship predicted by the DEM model differs for the 
wall panels SW200 and SW250 because of the inability of the DEM model to capture the crack development 
at the masonry unit level.  
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a) Wall SW30  
 
b) Wall SW100 
 
c) Wall SW200 
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d) Wall SW250 
Figure 8. Load-deflection curve comparison: Experiments, DEM & FEM according to (Lourenço, 
2005) 
4. Out-of-plane loading 
4.1 Quasi-static loading - Scaled model 1/10 
A scale model of a masonry wall connected with two perpendicular partition walls was tested in the 
laboratory. The walls constructed with masonry units made of sugar blocks and placed one on top of the other 
with no joint material (i.e. dry joints). Sugar blocks were 27 mm  12 mm  17 mm in size (length × height × 
thickness), 1/10 compared to actual masonry unit dimensions. The unit weight of the sugar blocks was 1,081 
kg/m3, which is almost half of the unit weight of the original masonry units. The friction angle between the 
faces of the sugar blocks was measured experimentally and found to range from 28.5° to 32°. For the numerical 
model developed in this study, the input friction angle was equal to 30.4°, and the masonry units were modelled 
as rigid blocks. The dimensions of the central wall was 400 mm × 125 mm × 17 mm (length × height × 
thickness) and was connected with two partition walls 98 mm × 125 mm × 17 mm (length × height × thickness). 
Geometrical sensitivity studies were carried out to assess the influence of the length over the height (L/H) ratio 
of the wall. Four different geometries considered where the L/H was equal to: a) 3.2, b) 2.7, c) 2.3 and d) 1. 
For all the experimental tests, the dimensions of the two partition walls remained the same. The base of the 
structure was elevated using a tilting table, and for each of the small-scale experiments, the tilting angle (or 
the “critical angle”) at collapse was recorded. Analytically, the acceleration required to cause collapse of the 
wall was estimated by (Dejong, 2009): 
acritical = g * sin (cr) 
  
(9) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration and cr is the critical tilting angle. Figure 9 shows the failure modes 
of the wall panels observed in the experiment. As shown in Figure 9, the masonry walls failed in the out-of-
plane direction due to bending. The images shown in Figure 9 were taken just before the complete collapse 
(approximately 1 s before the collapse). During the experimental testing, the wall collapsed very quickly. A 
high-speed camera (24 frames/s) was used to extract these images. In Figure 9, for the same tilting angle, the 
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collapse due to bending is more evident for the cases where the L/H ratio is greater. For the cases with a small 
L/H ratio value, the bending effect is progressively inhibited, leaving the effects of torsional and mainly the 
sliding and shear effects that will interact and control the collapse. Geometrical models representing the 
brickwork masonry wall panels tested in the laboratory were created using the discrete element software 3DEC. 
Analysis of the results demonstrated that the DEM model developed is capable of accurately predicting the 
mode of failure and crack propagation (Figure 9e & Figure 9f). The results were also compared quantitatively. 
Figure 10 compares the numerical with the experimental critical tilting angle in relation to the L/H ratio: 
although the trend of the graphs is similar, there is an offset of approximately 5 degrees in the predicted critical 
tilting angle because of the heterogeneous behaviour of the properties of the block interface. In the numerical 
model, an average friction angle of the interface was used.  
 
  
   
(a) 
   
(b) 
   
(c) 
         
(d) 
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(f)   
Figure 9. Comparison of the collapse mechanism in the experimental test and numerical simulation: a) L/H 
= 3.2; b) L/H = 2.768; c) L/H = 2.336; d) L/H = 1; e) L/H = 2.768; f) L/H = 1. 
 
 
Figure 10. Influence of the L/H ratio on the critical angle: experimental versus numerical simulations 
(e) 
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4.2 Harmonic seismic loading– Scaled models 1/10 
A series of experimental tests carried out to assess the “box action” effect of a rectangular masonry 
structure constructed with dry joints and without a roof was subjected to harmonic seismic loading. Each wall 
was 265 mm in length and made up of ten courses of stretcher-bonded blockwork. In total, the structure was 
made of 260 masonry blocks. A vibrating table able to sustain a harmonic load with constant amplitude and 
varied frequency was constructed in the laboratory (Figure 11). The vibrating table was square and measured 
280 mm × 280 mm, was made of wood and anchored on a rigid metal plate. The harmonic load was applied 
using a hydraulic jack. The load applied was defined as a function of the amplitude A and the angular frequency 
, using the sinusoidal function: 
 
y(t)=A sin(t),  
  
(10) 
where y is the displacement of the vibrating table, A is the amplitude of the vibrating table and  is the 
angular frequency, which was calculated by:  
 
ω = 2 × π × f 
  
(11) 
Also, the maximum accelerations were calculated by: 
 
Amax = -ω2 × A 
  
(12) 
  
(a) 
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(b)  
Figure 11. Experimental test set-up 
The analysis of the results showed that the predominant failure occurs in the main walls of the structure 
due to bending. However, excessive damage of the main wall led to cracking and even in some cases partial 
collapse of the secondary walls. The local failure modes observed from the experimental study are shown in 
Figure 13. Numerical models were developed to represent the dimensions of the walls and the types of loading 
tested in the experiments. For the development of the numerical model, the material properties for the blocks 
and joints remained the same as those used in the section 4.1. Figure 12 compares the experimental and 
numerical results. Figure 12 shows that the experimental and numerical results are dissimilar because of the 
scale effects and the highly heterogeneous behaviour of the masonry blocks made of sugar. Figure 13 
compares the experimental and the numerical model failure patterns; as can be seen, the DEM is able to capture 
the experimental modes of failure with acceptable accuracy.  
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(b)  
Figure 12. Maximum acceleration versus amplitude obtained from: a) experiments; b) numerical simulations  
  
(a) Amplitude 2 mm (b) Amplitude 3.5 mm 
 
                               (c) Amplitude 3 mm                                            (d) Amplitude 3 mm 
 
Figure 13. Failure modes for the rectangular masonry structure 
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4.3 Quasi-static loading – Model scale 1/5 
Out-of-plane failure of historical masonry is often a result of equilibrium loss rather than high stress 
levels. Recurrent mechanisms have been observed in past earthquakes and classifications and possible 
analytical descriptions proposed by D'Ayala (2003), who introduced a mechanical model based on limit 
analysis and macro-elements, assuming dry block masonry connected together by pure friction and cohesion. 
Masonry buildings were composed of three-dimensional assemblies of walls. The collapse mechanisms of the 
wall assemblies were analysed and ranked depending on the type of damage caused and size of the structure 
involved. Later, 42 tests were carried out by Restrepo-Velez (2010) in the laboratory of the University of 
Pavia’s Department of Structural Mechanics. Several configurations were built and tested and the out-of-plane 
collapse mechanisms proposed by D'Ayala (2003) were reproduced (Figure 14 Mechanisms A–G). The study 
of Restrepo-Velez (2010) reports the design, the execution and the results of a series of static tests performed 
on numerous configurations on 1:5 scale dry-stone masonry wall specimens. The suitability of the discrete 
element method was tested to predict the out-of-plane behaviour of these experimental tests.  
 
 
Figure 14. A summary of the potential types of failure mechanism observed in masonry structures subjected 
to out-of-plane loading (D’Ayala, 2003) 
 
The experimental tests were 1:5-scale models and constructed with different geometry masonry walls 
which were connected with perpendicular partition walls and tested by Restrepo-Velez et al. (2010, 2014). The 
length-to-height (L/H) ratio of the walls varied (Table 2) and the different modes of failure were investigated. 
Typical dimensions of the masonry wall constructions tested in the laboratory are shown in Figure 15. All 
walls were made of dry-stone masonry blocks with dimensions equal to 280 mm  800 mm  400 mm. Also, 
the masonry unit weighed 2,680 kg/m3. Initially, the model was brought into equilibrium under its self-weight. 
Then the base of the structure was raised incrementally (every 0.045 degrees) using a tilting table up to the 
point where collapse occurred. For every experiment, the tilting angle (or the critical angle) and the mode of 
failure just before the time of the collapse of the structure were recorded. To determine the coefficient of 
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friction between the masonry blocks, small-scale experimental tests, similar to those reported by Restrepo-
Velez (2010), were undertaken. From the analysis of the results it was found that the friction angle varies from 
0.67 to 0.77. For the development of the computational model, the friction coefficient of the joint was assumed 
equal to 0.67, while the cohesive strength, tensile strength and the dilatancy angle of the zero-thickness 
interfaces were zero. Normal and shear stiffness values were taken low to represent the dry-joint test without 
significant pre-compression with the same values used in section 4.1. Rigid blocks were specified. 
Table 2.  Summary of experimental tests and variation of the length-to-height ratio of the main wall in the 
masonry structure 
Test 
No. 
Length to height of 
the main wall 
(L/H) 
Number of blocks 
spanning the main 
wall 
S1 1.50 11 
S2 1.50 11 
S3 1.50 11 
S5 1.09 8 
S6 1.77 13 
 
 
 
     Wall S1, S2, S3                          Wall S5    Wall S6 
Figure 15. Geometric configuration of the different masonry wall constructions tested in the laboratory by 
Restrepo-Velez et al. (2010) 
Firstly, the mechanism G was analysed by studying the mechanical behaviour of a main wall 
assembled with two partition walls. Three configurations were studied to analyse the influence of length/height 
(L/H) fraction of the main wall. For the L/H fraction equal to 1.5 (with N=11 bricks on the length wall), three 
tests were carried out with the same geometry (wall S1, S2, S3). For the two other L/H configurations equal to 
1.09 (wall S5, with N=8 bricks on the length wall) and L/H equal to 1.77 (wall S6, with N=13 bricks on the 
length wall), only one test was conducted for each configuration. Figure 16 compares the failure modes 
observed in the experimental study with those predicted using the numerical models developed for the different 
cases studied. In Figure 16, it can be seen that the computational model developed is capable of predicting the 
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development of the experimental failure mode with sufficient accuracy. Both the experimental and numerical 
results show that the failure mechanism is characterized by a trapezoidal central portion with two tear lines: 
vertical and diagonal cracking. This is failure mode G (Figure 14) as per the classification derived from 
D’Ayala (2003). In the wall panels, vertical cracks initiated due to pure frictional resistance between adjacent 
masonry unit blocks while shear cracks developed due to the development of shear stresses and excessive 
rotation due to out-of-plane bending moments. The development of such failure modes was reported in 
Casapulla (2008), where an analytical method for determining the multiplier is explicitly discussed. This study 
developed a new simplified procedure to evaluate upper and lower thresholds for the possible collapse load 
factor for in-plane and out-of-plane loaded block masonry structures with frictional resistance, by means of 
limit state analysis. A particular class of mechanisms characterized by out-of-plane torsion-shear interactions 
on frictional interfaces was analysed. Bypassing a detailed discrete element analysis, it was assumed herein 
that the general failures involved a number of cracks which separate the structures into a few macro-blocks 
and that all the possible relative motions among micro-blocks are concentrated along the cracks. 
 
   
(a) 
        
(b) 
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(c) 
 
Figure 16. Comparison of the failure modes observed experimentally (Restrepo-Velez et al. 2010) versus 
numerical simulation predictions obtained from the discrete element method for the different cases studied: 
a) Wall S1; b) Wall S5; c) Wall S6.  
 
Table 3 compares the experimental (
exp ) and numerical results derived by the DEM ( DEM ) and the 
analytical results (match 21,  alternately) as proposed by D'Ayala (2003) and (Casapulla, 2008) for failure 
mode G. Overall, the numerical results derived by the DEM and the analytical results as per Casapulla (2008) 
demonstrate a decreasing trend of   as the L/H ratio increases. However, the analytical method proposed by 
D'Ayala (2003), which is based on the effect of the arches, cannot reproduce this trend. The values obtained 
by D'Ayala (2003) have large deviations from the experimental results since torsional friction along the sloped 
crack line is not taken into account. The analytical method proposed by Casapulla (2008) which takes into 
account the torsional and shear effects, provides a good agreement with the numerical results for the collapse 
coefficient in the case of the upper bounds solutions ( 2 upper). However, in comparison with the lower bounds 
solutions ( 2 lower) the analytical approach is conservative and underestimates the results obtained from the 
experiment. 
 
Table 3.   for the failure mode G 
 
   DEM [D'Ayala, 
2003] 
[Cassapulla, 2008] 
Test L/H 
exp  DEM  Diffe- 
-rence 
 (%) 
1  Diffe- 
-rence 
 (%) 
2  
(upper) 
Diffe- 
-rence 
 (%) 
2  
(lower) 
Diffe- 
-rence 
 (%) 
S1 1.500 0.254 0.262 -3.15 0.222 12.60 0.266 -4.72 0.186 26.77 
S2 1.500 0.226 0.262 -15.93 0.222 1.77 0.266 -17.70 0.186 17.70 
S3 1.500 0.244 0.262 -7.38 0.147 39.75 0.266 -9.02 0.186 23.77 
S5 1.090 0.349 0.327 6.30 0.187 46.42 0.346 0.86 0.247 29.23 
S6 1.770 0.208 0.218 -4.81 0.279 -34.13 0.230 -10.58 0.160 23.08 
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Investigations into the suitability of the model to capture mechanisms A and B2, which often recur in 
the investigation of historical buildings after an earthquake (Figure 17), were undertaken. The mechanical 
behaviour of such structures depends on the quality and strength of the connections between elements of the 
structure including partition walls, internal load-bearing partitions, floors and roof structures. The type A 
mechanism corresponds to the overturning of the façade wall when there is poor or no connection with the 
orthogonal walls (Figure 17a). The type B2 mechanism occurs instead of type A mechanism when the level 
of connection is sufficient to involve, beyond the main wall, one or both partition walls in the overturning, due 
to a sufficient length of overlapping between elements common to both walls. These mechanisms are 
developed by the occurrence of a diagonal crack along the partition walls and a horizontal hinge on the façade 
(Figure 17b). To reproduce mechanism A or B2, models representing the tests S7, S8, S9, S10 (with the L/H 
variable) were created (Restrepo-Velez, 2010). The analysis of the results showed that the failure mode 
generated from these tests is a mixture of both mechanisms A and B2. Mechanism B2 was produced only by 
tests S22 and S42 due to the presence of singularities in the transverse walls. Table 4 shows a comparison 
between the values obtained in the experimental tests (
exp ) and the numerical results of DEM ( DEM ) and 
the analytical results previously reported in the literature (D'Ayala, 2003; Vaculik, 2010). Comparisons 
between the experimental and numerical failure modes are shown in Figure 18 to Figure 21. These tests 
showed that discrete element modelling is a viable approach to assess structural integrity and predict the failure 
mode of such masonry structures. 
 
 
 (a) - Mechanism A                      (b) – Mechanism B2                                         
Figure 17. Excessive damage observed in traditional masonry building resulting from the Carlentini 
earthquake, Sicily 1990 (De Felice, 2001) corresponds to mechanism A and mechanism B2 (to be read in 
conjunction with Figure 14) 
 
Table 4.   for the failure mode A-B2   
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(a) Test S7 
 
(b) Test S8-S9 
Figure 18. Observed experimental failure mechanisms (Restrepo-Velez et al. 2010) versus those predicted 
by the discrete element method for the masonry construction S7, S8, S9 (A-B2 mechanism) 
 
   DEM [D'Ayala, 2003] [Vaculik, 2010] 
Test L/H 
exp  DEM  Difference 
(%) 
1  Difference 
 (%) 
2  Difference 
 (%) 
S7 1.088 0.291 0.287 1.37 0.438 -50.52 0.273 6.19 
S8 0.816 0.362 0.326 9.94 0.506 -39.78 0.352 2.76 
S9 0.816 0.352 0.326 7.39 0.545 -54.83 0.352 0.00 
S10 1.633 0.213 0.221 -3.76 0.356 -67.14 0.190 10.80 
S22 x 0.197 0.186 5.58 x x x x 
S42 x 0.236 0.196 16.95 x x x x 
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Figure 19. Observed experimental failure mechanisms (Restrepo-Velez et al. 2010) versus those predicted 
by the discrete element method for the masonry construction S10 (A- B2 mechanism) 
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Figure 20. Observed experimental failure mechanisms (Restrepo-Velez et al. 2010) versus those predicted 
by the discrete element method for the masonry construction S22 (B2 mechanism). 
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Figure 21. Observed experimental failure mechanisms (Restrepo-Velez et al. 2010) versus those predicted by 
the discrete element method for the masonry construction S42 (B2 mechanism). 
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In section 4, Figures 10 and 12 show fairly poor agreement. Firstly, for the 1/10 scale (sections 4.1 
and 4.2), we found that the numerical results (critical angle) overestimated the experimental results, the gap is 
mainly provided by the scale effects. In the example with small specimens (scale 1/10), the nature of the block-
to-block interface is more complex than the Coulomb friction model used in this study. It can often occur that 
even the most sophisticated friction model does not fully reflect the friction characteristics generated 
experimentally due to the influence of certain random factors (e.g. variations of normal pressure force or 
inhomogeneous asperity of contacting surfaces, etc.). Especially when the specimen’s dimension is small, as 
in our case, the influence of inhomogeneous asperity of contacting surfaces and of the other random factors 
could be amplified. This point causes the difference between the numerical and experimental results for the 
small-scale test in sections 4.1 and 4.2. 
In fact, when a full-scale structure is considered, as in section 4.3, the numerical model gave very good 
results when compared with the experimental results. To resolve this problem, a more sophisticated 
constitutive law should be used to represent the frictional resistance between interfaces. The development of 
this model is not within the scope of this research. However, this is suggested as future research at the end of 
the conclusion section. 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the suitability of the DEM to simulate the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of 
masonry walls constructed with dry joints has been investigated. The assessment consisted of a comparison of 
the results from full-scale laboratory tests and those from the scaled model tests (model scale 1/10 and model 
scale 1/5) versus the behaviour predicted using the three-dimensional DE modelling software, 3DEC. A key 
feature of the DE method is the important role that discontinuities, i.e. joints, play in the mechanics of the 
masonry. Within 3DEC, the bricks were modelled as continuum elements while the joints were modelled by 
line-interface elements represented by the Coulomb friction law. A significant feature of the research was the 
collection of experimentally verified material parameters that could reliably be used by other researchers and 
engineers worldwide to solve engineering challenges. 
 
Analysing these results, it was found that the DEM is a viable approach for the prediction of the 
ultimate load and failure mode analysis of masonry walls constructed with dry joints subjected to in-plane and 
out-of-plane loading. Also, the possibility of frequent changes in the connectivity and the type of contact as 
well as marked non-linearity induced by the inability of the masonry joints to withstand tension, makes the 
DEM a suitable approach for solving problems involving discontinuities, as is the case with masonry 
constructed with dry joints. The dimensions of the blocks and the geometrical configuration of such structures 
greatly affect the failure load and failure mechanism. Table 5 summarizes the capabilities and limitations of 
the DEM for modelling the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of masonry constructed with dry mortar joints. 
Future studies will use advanced constitutive laws of friction as a function of velocity to assess the influence 
of Stribeck friction (Wojewoda et al. 2008) on the out-of-plane behaviour of dry-joint masonry structures.  
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Table 5. Capabilities and limitations of the DEM for modelling the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of 
masonry constructed with dry mortar joints. 
 
Capabilities Limitations 
  Large displacements and 
rotations of the units are 
allowed. 
 Ability to mesh the blocks 
independently, without the 
need to match nodal points. 
 Same algorithm for static and 
dynamic analysis.  
 Capable of modelling post-peak 
behaviour until collapse. 
 Overlap of units is restricted and 
dilation effects could be 
included. 
 Computationally expensive when dealing 
with large structures. 
 Scale effects could lead to inaccurate 
results. 
 Incapable of capturing behaviour of 
structures with highly heterogeneous 
interface elements. 
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